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Abstract  
 The works results known from literature as well as authors’ own, point on the fact of 
variability over time of parameter corresponding to subsidence trough kinematics. Within a 
framework of this paper, the proposal of modification the S.Knothe model by using the 
assumption variability of subsidence speed coefficient over time has been presented. As a 
result, the new solution of differential equation expressing subsidence speed of point located 
on the land surface for discrete model has been obtained. Having this solution at one’s 
diposal, the verification has been made of obtained equation on then basis of surveys. The 
obtained variablity of parameter c has been approximated then by using suitable function. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The most often used in Polish mining industry solution for calculations of transient 
values of rock mass deformation there is the S.Knothe proposal (1953). It bases on differential 
equation that expresses the speed of subsidence for point located over underground extraction 
workings : 
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where : 
 wk – final (asymptotic) subsidence, 
 wt – transient subsidence, 
 c – coefficient of subsidence speed (time coefficient) with constant value. 
 
 The evident is, that taking into account coal face advance, the final value of subsidence 
changes over time. This fact complicates significantly the solution of equation (1). Because of 
that, for practical purposes it is comfortably to assume, that extracted field has a small area. It 
is possible then to assume, that time of its extraction is close to zero. This assumption 
significantly simplifies the solution of equation (1) : 
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 For real cases of underground mining, the extracted field can be divided into elementary 
stripes, for which transient subsidence is being calculated follow the equation (2). The real 
value of subsidence is calculated by summing up “elementary subsidences” for given time 
horizon. It is so called “dicrete model”, worked out by S.Knothe (1953). 
 The equation (1) was a foundation for further researches aiming at improving 
mathematical description of deformation process over time. It was utilized by many authors 
(Chudek, Stefański 1990), (Lubina 1973), (Kochmański 1959), (Trojanowski 1964). Detailed 
own investigations (Strzałkowski 1998a), (Strzałkowski 1998b) point on the fact, that 
coefficient of subsidence speed c does not show constant values over time. Detailed 
considerations of this problem leads us in fact to the conclusion, that kinematics of this 



  

process should be different in starting phase (the time of face start-up) and in the phase of fool 
roof fall. It has confirmation in the results of research works (Lubina 1973), (Kochmański 
1959), (Trojanowski 1964), in which authors introduced so called “time functions” instead of 
constant value of c. Taking these facts into account, below there are results of own works 
presented from this field. 
 
2. THE ASSUMPTION OF COEFFICIENT C VARIABILITY OVER TIME 
 
 The works made up to now consist mainly in introducing instead of coefficient c certain 
functions. The shape of these functions in equation (1) or in its solution (2) was assumed “in 
advance”, taking into account constraints for proper intitial and final conditions. Thanks to 
signicant progress in numerical methods one can choose other procedures. Namely, to assume 
in equation (1) the variability of parameter c over time, and then to search the function that 
approximates obtained distribution of this parameter. 
 That modification of equation (1) relied on the assumption that c=c(t), leads for discrete 
model (wk(tk;x)=const.) to the following dependance : 
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where : 
 w(t;x) – transient subsidence 
 w(tk;x) – final subsidence, 
 tk – time after which subsidence reaches its final value, 
 x – coordinate, x∈ R2 
 E – integration constant. Its value was assumed to be E=1 for simplification purposes. 
 
3. THE VERIFICATION OF OBTAINED SOLUTION 
 
 For verification purposes a special computer program has been worked out. It bases on 
the discrete model described above. 
 The use the formula that takes into account variability of parameter c over time resulted 
in achieving its independent value only for first measurement cycle taken from considered 
observing line. Values of parameter c for next successive cycles depends on the values 
obtained from all preceeding ones, in accordance with proposed solution. It required 
numerical calculation of integral by using Simpson method. It is worthy to emphasize here, 
that calculations were done without using another parameter of S.Knothe theory - extraction 
periphery d. It was assumed, that introducing this parameter in calculations improves 
accuracy of prediction, but on the other hand it is unfounded from formal point of view, 
especially in the case of considering transient deformations. It was pointed in authors’ work 
(Strzałkowski 1998). 
 Below, as an example, the analyses of survey results from coal mines “Czeczott” and 
“Dębieńsko” have been presented.  
 
Coal Mine “Czeczott” 
 Extraction was led in non-disturbanced rock mass, at the depth 500m, by using longwall 
system with caving. The height of coal face was 2.7m. The surveys were led on points with 
distance between them approx. 30m by using technical levelling with time interval 14 days. In 
table 1 the obtained parameter values as well as percentage errors have been shown. 
Percentage errors were calculated as a relation of standard deviation to maximum subsidence 
value in considered measurement cycle. The courses of subsidence through obtained from 
surveys and calculated by using presented solution have been shown in fig.1 Symbol Wrz 



  

denotes subsidence taken from surveys, and wt – calculated by using presented solution. The 
index placed next to symbol marks the number of measurement cycle. 
Obtained values of parameter ∫= dt)t(ccc have been approximated by using the following 
function : 

∫ 




 +⋅== c

b
thtgacdtcc                                          (4) 

with obtained value of correlation coefficient R=0.992. 
  In fig.2 the values of ∫= dt)t(ccc determined on the basis of surveys and calculated 
by using formula (4) have been shown. 
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Fig.1 The distribution of transient subsidence on the basis of surveys and calculations by 

using proposed model for Coal Mine “Czeczott” 
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Fig.2 The comparison of parameter cc values obtained on the basis of surveys with calculated 

by using approximation formula for “Czeczott” Coal Mine. 
 
Coal Mine “Dębieńsko” 
Extraction was led at the depth 160m, by using longwall system with caving. The height of 
coal face was 1.3m. The surveys were led on points with distance between them approx. 15m 
by using technical levelling with time interval 14 days. In table 2 the obtained parameter 
values as well as percentage errors have been shown. The courses of subsidence trough 
obtained from surveys and calculated by using presented solution have been shown in fig.3. 
 Obtained values of parameter cc have been approximated by using the same function with 
obtained value of correlation coefficient R=0.998. 
 In fig.4 the values of cc determined on the basis of surveys  and calculated by using 
formula (4) have been shown. 
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g.3 The distribution of transient subsidence on the basis of surveys and calculations by using 

proposed model for Coal Mine “Dębieńsko” 
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Fig.4 The comparison of parameter cc values obtained on the basis of surveys with calculated 

by using approximation formula for “Dębieńsko” Coal Mine. 
 
 
 
4.CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The considerations and analyses presented in this paper let us to present following 
conclusions : 



  

 
1. In order to achieve better accuracy of the land surface deformation predictions in transient 

state, the parameter describing kinematics of deformation process should be variable over 
time. It has confirmation in own works (Strzałkowski 1998a, 1998b), as well as other 
authors (Lubina 1973), (Kochmański 1959), (Trojanowski 1964). 

 
2. The approach to considered problem presented in this paper, based on the assumption of 

variability c=c(t) in initial equation (1) has a general form. One of the possible functions 
that approximates the distribution of parameter ∫= dt)t(ccc  there is function tgh – 
formula (4). 
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